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Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: The sunset captured from Al-Watiya Beach in Kuwait City.  — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: Deputy Director General of Editorial Sector, Editor-in-Chief of KUNA, Saad Al-Ali (left), and technical
expert of the Fair Regional Project in the Middle East office, Eliza Marx, attend the workshop. — KUNA

A general view of journalists attending the workshop.

Fair Migration 
project, KUNA 
hold workshop
on labor issues
KUWAIT: The Regional Fair Migration Project in the
Middle East, an affiliate project to the International Labor
Organization (ILO), held a workshop yesterday with
Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) to train journalists for
preparing specialized reports on expatriate workers with
the help of the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation. During the launch of the workshop Deputy
Director General of Editorial Sector, Editor-in-Chief of
KUNA, Saad Al-Ali, acknowledged how important it is for
journalists and media figures to know the rights and duties
of expatriate workers when preparing their reports so they
can convey their information accurately to the recipient.

Ali stressed journalists’ ethical responsibility in convey-

ing facts and understanding legal terms on a regional level,
and to communicate with the readers, especially when
internationalized terms on this issue are used. It is crucial
that foreign media or seekers of other languages take
responsibility in education and clarification of the coun-
try’s laws and the nature of its people, so expatriates are
well aware, pointed out Ali.

Technical expert of the Fair Migration Project in the
Middle East office, Eliza Marx, stressed on the coopera-
tion with Kuwait and continued communication with the
Kuwaiti Press to clarify the means of the organization.
Marx also stressed the importance of communicating
with the heads at work and also with the expatriate
workers through the local press and make clear the rights
of workers in Kuwait. The three-day workshop aims at
training local journalists on preparing reports on the
rights of the workers and to take into consideration their
gender and nationality with the presence of journalists
along print, audio and visual media. The workshop is
holding sessions on international standards for qualified
immigrant workers and fundamental principles for ethical
information coverage, which is taking place at KUNA
headquarters. — KUNA


